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Abstract

In the present paper we discuss Finsler connections of Berwald type with surviving
(#)/it;-torsion Pljk and consider what kind of Finsler connection should be reasonable as a

generalization of the Berwald connection,

ァ0. Introduction.

In a Finsler space there are known two canonical Finsler connections, that is, the

Cartan one CF and the Berwald one BF. Various generalizations are possible for these

connections. For example, suggested by Wagner [8], Hashiguchi, one of the authors, in-

troduced the notion of generalized Cartan connection GCF and defined a generalized

Berwald space with respect to this GCF (Hashiguchi [1], Hashiguchi-Ichijyo 【21). As a

generalization of the Berwald connection, Matsumoto [4] defined the notion of Berwald

connection with torsion月FT and showed that a generalized Berwald space can be also

defined with respect to this BFT.

Each of these generalizations has a surviving (/i)/i-torsion Tj¥. It is noted that Tj¥

of BFT should satisfy the so-called BF-condition, whereas Tj¥ of GCF is arbitrarily

given. This situation should be cleared up.

On the other hand, in his recent paper [5], Matsumoto has treated a Finsler connec-

tion introduced on a hypersurface of a Finsler space, and obtained an interesting Finsler

connection of Berwald type, which we could call a Berwald connection with surviving

{v)hv-torsion PIJk-

The purpose of the present paper is to discuss such a Finsler connection generally.

A meaning of Matsumoto's β/""-condition is cleared up, and it is shown what kind of

Finsler connection should be reasonable as a generalization of the Berwald connection.

Throughout the present paper the terminology and notations are referred to Matsu-

moto's monograph [3].
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§ 1. Finsler connections of Berwald type with torsion Pljk>

We are concerned with an n-dimensional Finsler space Fn-¥M, L), where L(x, y)

is the fundamental function, and x denotes a point of the underlying manifold M, and y

denotes a supporting element. The fundamental tensor gu is given by gij-{didjL2)/2,

where dj denotes the partial differentiation by yJ. We shall express a Finsler connection

FF by Fr-(F/k, N¥, C/た) in terms of its coefficients. The Cartan connection CT and

the Berwald one βr are uniquely determined by the following systems of axioms respec-

tively. We line up them comparatively.

CF (Matsumoto 【3])

(CD gu-t-O,

(C2　D'た…F,'k-iV¥-O,

(C3　77た…F/た-FたIj-0,

(C4) S'jた…C/た-c*¥-O,

(C5) gu¥k-0;

If we omit some of axioms

月r (Okada [7】)

(Bl) L,た-0,

(B2　D¥-0,

B3　TA-O,

(B4　Pljk…∂JV¥-F*¥-O,

B5　CA-O.

from each of the above systems, we get various Finsler

connections of Cartan type or Berwald type. For example, a generalized Cartan connection

GCF is defined as a Finsler connection satisfying the axioms of CF except (C3), and a

Berwald connection with torsion BFT is defined as a Finsler connection satisfying the ax-

ioms of月r except (B3).

Both GCF and BFT are with surviving (/i)/i-torsion Tj¥. Further竺ore we can con-
sider a Finsler connection of Berwald type in which the (tO/li>-torsion PljK is also surviv-

ing. In a similar way as shown in [4], we have

Theorem 1..A Finsler connection (FA, N¥*　C/ね) satisfying (Bl), (B2), (B5) can be ex-

pressed in terms of its torsions Tjlk, Pljk as follows :

u.i:

N¥- Gl九一((Tたl｡+ P¥た)+ ∂た(r｡｡+ iV))/2,

FA- ∂jN¥- P乙hj,

CA-O,

where G¥ is the non-linear connection of BF.

Proof. Putting F-L /2, the condition (Bl) is rewritten in an equivalent form

1. 2)　　　　　　　　　　　　　　∂iF-yrNI

Differentiating (1.2) by yJ, we get ∂j∂iF-grjNri+yrdjNri. By this equations and

(1. 2), the well-known quantities 2Gj-yl白,∂iF-∂jF are rewritten in the form

2GJ- ylgrJNrt+ ylyr∂jNrt- yrN'

∂jN'^F/i+P'n, Nlj-F｡Ij- T｡Ij+F/O, we have

2Gl-yrNir+ TiM+pw

By differentiating by y , we get the expression for N¥. The expressions for FA and CA

follow from the definition of PIJk and (B5) respectively.

Putting PLjk-0 in Theorem 1, we get the coefficients of a Berwald connection with

torsion BFT of Matsumoto [4]. According to Miron-Hashiguchi [6], a generalized Cartan

connection GCF with torsion Tj¥ is uniquely determined for an arbitrarily given alter-
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nate tensor Tj¥. In the case of BFT', however, the torsion Tj¥ should satisfy the follow-

ing Bl -condition (Matsumoto [4]) :

1. 3)　　　　　　　　　　　y ∂たT/r-a,Tた'r)-0.

In Theorem 1, therefore, the torsions 7/*, Pljたshould satisfy some conditions, too. We

want to clear up such a different matter.

ァ2. Matsumoto's BF-condition.

For a given Finsler connection Fr-{Fjlk, N¥, CA) we get a Finsler connection

FNr-(∂jNl^ Nl^ o) called the N-connection of FT. Since ∂jN^F/k+P'u, the (h)h-
torsion Q/kof FNF is exressed by the torsions Tj¥, Pljたof Ff as

(2. 1)　　　　　　　　　　　Q/*- t;た-(PIJた-Piたj).

Calculating from Q/た-a,N㌔-∂rcN'j, we have

Proposition 1. Let FF be a Finsler connection. If N¥ of FT is (1) p-homogeneous, the ten-

sor Q/k given by (2. 1 ) satisfies the condition

(2.2)　　　　　　　　　　　y aたQ/r-a,･Qた　-0.

In the case ofPljた-0, the condition (2. 2) is the BT-condition (1. 3).

In the case of GCF we can chooP　77たarbitrarily, but the condition (2.2) is impli-

citly imposed on T/k together with Pljk. In the case of BFT the condition (2.2) is expli-

citly imposed on T/先as the EF-condition, since we assume Pljk-0 for BFT'. This is the

reason for the difference between the arbitrariness of Tj¥ in GCF and the one in BFT.

We shall here give remarks about the arbitrariness of Q/たsatisfying the condition

(2.2). By Matsumoto 【4】 a (0) p-homogeneous alternate tensor Q/K satisfying (2.2) is
written in the form

(2. 3)　　　　　　　　　　　Q/MdnA'j- ∂jA¥)/2,
where弟is an arbitrary (1) p-homogeneous tensor. Such a Qj㌔ is also written in the
form

(2.4)　　　　　　　　　q;氏-A/氏+yr ∂zAj r　∂jAた'r)/2,

where Aj¥ is an arbitrary (0) p-homogeneous alternate tensor. Then we get

Proposition 2. For a given (0) p-homogeneous alternate tensor Tj¥, a tensor Pljたsatisfying

(2. 2) is expressed in the form

(2. 5)　　　　　　　　　. P'ォ-(TA-QA)/2+BA,

where QA is a tensorgiven by (2. 3) or (2. 4), and Bj¥ is an arbitrary (0) p-homogeneous sym-
metric tensor.

For a given (0) p-homogeneous tensor PIJk, an alternate tensor T/たsatisfying (2. 2) is ex-

pressed in the form

(2. 6)　　　　　　　　　　　TA-P',た-P kj+Q/h

where Q/k is a tensorgiven Ay (2. 3) or (2.4).

On the other hand, in order to consider the converse problem of Theorem 1, we need

another relation satisfied by Pljk- If we assume the p-homogeneity of Nlたfor a Finsler

connection, we have Plj｡--Dlた, since Pljk-∂kNlj-Fklj. Thus we have a well-known

Proposition 3. Let FF be a Finsler connection. If N¥ of FF is (1) p-homogeneous, the de-
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flection tensor D¥ vanishes if and only if

(2.7; P j0-0.

ァ3. Generalized Berwald connections.

In this section we assume Finsler connections to be p-homogeneous. The torsions

T//C, Pljk should satisfy the conditions (2.2) and (2.7). The converse is also true as fol-

lows.

Theorem 2. Given (0) p-homogeneous tensors T/氏(ニーi kjit Pljk, there exists a unique

Finsler connection FT satisfying (Bl), (B2), (B5) whose (h)h-and ¥v)hv-torsion tensors are the

given T/k, Pたrespectively, if T/* and Pljk satisfy the conditions (2. 2), (2. 7), where Qjたis

a tensorgiven by (2. 1,

The coefficients of FT are given by (1. 1 ). Nlたof FT is also expressed in the form

(3. i;　　　　　　　　　　N¥-G¥-(Qたi｡+a A'J/2.

Proof. It is directly shown that the Finsler connection given by (1. 1) satisfies the

conditions for FT of Theorem 2. The uniqueness follows from Theorem 1. The p-

homogeneity of N¥yields (3. 1]

We can show here that there exists a Finsler connection FT of Berwald type whose

(A)/z-torsion is an arbitrarily given (O)p-homogeneous alternate tensor T/k, if we give up

to impose the axiom (B4) on FT. Let T/たbe a (O)p-homogeneous alternate tensor. If we

take the GCr-(Fj¥, N¥, C/た) whose (A)A-torsion is the given T/允its torsions T/* and

Pi,たsatisfy the conditions (2.2) and (2.7), The Finsler connection given by Theorem 2

has the given (A)A-torsion. So we shall define

Definition 1. A Finsler connection GBr-{F/k, N¥, G/*) satisfying (Bl), (B2), (B5)

is called a generalized Berwald connection.

We have shown a method to obtain a generalized Berwald connection G月r whose

(h)h-torsion is an arbitrarily given (O)p-homogeneous alternate tensor T/た, by taking

GCr-(F/k, N¥, C/氏) whose (A)A-torsion is the苧iven Tjlk. It is easily seen that this

GBF is nothing but the C-zero connection (FA* N¥, 0) of GCF. Especially, if we take

TA-O, the GCr becomes Cr-(r*A, G¥, g/た) and the GBF is the Rund connection

Rr-(r*/た　Gl*:, 0). Thus we have

Theorem 3. The C-zero connection of a generalized Cartan connection is a generalized Ber-

wald connection. Especially, the Rund connection is a generalized Berwald connection obtained

from the Cartan connection as its C-zero connection.

The above definition of a generalized Berwald connection Gβr has various advan-

tages. First, Theorem 3 and Proposition 3 show a wide freedom of choosing T/^ P-jたtO

construct a GBF. Next, we can give the following comparative definitions for GCF and

慧f;ォ∴

Definition 2. A Finsler connection GCF-(FA, F｡¥, g/た) satisfying gyi*-O is called

a generalized Cartan conneムtion, and a Finsler connection GBr-{Fj¥, F｡¥, 0) satisfying

Li*-0 is called a generalized Berwald connection.

Last, we pay attention to a generalized Berwald space. A Finsler connection is caL
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led linear, if the coefficients F/たdepend on position alone. A Finsler space is a general-

ized Berwald space, if we can introduce a linear BFT (Matsumoto [4]). Now, if a general-

ized Berwald connection GBF is linear, we have Pljた-∂*Fo'j-Ffclj-O. So the GBF be-

comes a βFT. Consequently we can also define a generalized Berwald space in terms of

a GBF, even if it is defined by weaker conditions than ones for a BFT.

Theorem 4. A Finsler space is a generalized Berwald space, if we can introduce a linear

Gβr.　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　′
ノ

By the above considerations a Finsler.′′connection GBP given by Definition 1 seems

to be reasonable as a generalization of the Berwald connection.
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